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Experience a safer and
more open world

Arena Del Mar Hotel Selects ASSA ABLOY Global Solutions and
Zaplox for Digital Key Compatibility With Cloud-based
Access Management
Oregon-based property leverages industry-leading technology and expertise to provide guests with
contactless check-in and room access abilities via Vostio Access Management solution.
Stockholm – July 22, 2021 – ASSA ABLOY Global Solutions as a leading provider of advanced
security technology for the hospitality industry and together with Certified Partner, Zaplox AB, a
leading innovator of contactless mobile guest journey solutions and mobile key services, have
announced the integration of digital key functionality with
the Vostio Access Management solution at Arena Del Mar
Hotel. Situated between Seattle and Portland on the US
west coast, Arena Del Mar Hotel’s adoption of Mobile
Access via integration with Vostio Access Management by
ASSA ABLOY Global Solutions represents the industry’s
latest evolution towards simultaneously maximizing guest
safety and convenience while boosting operational
efficiency.
Arena Del Mar Hotel’s decision to integrate Mobile Access
comes from its goal to provide guests with instant checkin convenience while reducing germ risks from close
physical contact and shared surfaces. By adopting Mobile
Access by ASSA ABLOY Global Solutions through the integrating of Zaplox’s guest-facing app
technology with Vostio Access Management, the property can now provide each guest with the
effortless ability to check-in digitally using their own smart devices.
Further eliminating the need for guests to wait in line at the front desk
where germs may be present, is the additional ability for guests to
use personal devices as a secure digital key to gain instant access to
guestrooms and other hotel areas.
The integration of Mobile Access with Vostio Access Management also
serves to combine the benefits of digital key technology with the latest
advances in cloud-based security access innovation. In contrast to
traditional
access
management
platforms,
Vostio
Access
Management’s cloud-based design removes the need for costly onsite
servers while providing hotel staff with the ability to oversee security
access operations from virtually anywhere with an internet
connection. Significantly, the elimination of physical servers also
translates into no onsite maintenance and instant software updates
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that ensure Vostio Access Management is always protected against newly discovered vulnerabilities.
"The introduction of our very own mobile key app is a great milestone that opens up new possibilities
for both our guests and Arena Del Mar to handle keys in an easier, safer and smarter way than we
have before. With the app we now also have an additional communication channel to utilize for
promoting the hotel and its latest offers to our guests – before, during and after their stay", says
Heather Hamilton, owner of Arena Del Mar Hotel
Hotels have several options to implementing Mobile Access, including as a standalone solution or as
a feature integrated into a hotel’s existing guest-facing app. At Arena Del Mar Hotel, Mobile Access
is made available to guests by Zaplox as a Certified Partner, offering additional app functionality
and flexibility. In addition to providing guests with digital key abilities, Zaplox further provides the
ability for guests to locate hotel information or details on available promotions by simply opening
the app on their device.

For more information about ASSA ABLOY Global Solutions and its comprehensive line of electronic
in-room
safes
and
locking
solutions
for
the
hospitality
industry,
please
visit
www.assaabloyglobalsolutions.com/hospitality.

About ASSA ABLOY Global Solutions
The ASSA ABLOY Group is the global leader in access solutions. Every day, we help billions of people experience
a more open world.
ASSA ABLOY Global Solutions is dedicated to reimagining how people move through their world. Our expertise
in customer journey mapping, innovation and service design leads to the invention of new security solutions
that create value for our clients and exceptional experiences for end users.
For the hospitality market, these solutions include integrated software systems, mobile access and
location solutions designed to help our customers enhance the hotel guest experience, while improving
operational efficiency. In order to provide best-in-class customer service, we offer support in more than 166
countries.
For more
information, please
visit
assaabloyglobalsolutions.com/hospitality
and follow
us
on LinkedIn, Facebook and Twitter.

About Zaplox
Zaplox is a market innovator of the contact-free mobile guest journey and mobile key services for the global
hospitality market. The company operates in Europe and North America and offers a turnkey platform for
managing the guest’s hotel stay, improving the check-in and check-out process, and distributing mobile keys for
the hotel rooms directly to guests’ mobile phones. Zaplox Solutions allow hotels to add Zaplox functionality to
their existing hotel app or to launch their own mobile app cost-effectively. In addition, Zaplox solutions save time
and costs while providing hotels with a direct channel to communicate with the guests and generate additional
revenue. Zaplox solutions have been in commercial use since 2011 and the company is listed on the NASDAQ
First North Growth Market. zaplox.com
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